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We get up close to understand what’s going on.

PacEth (Pacific Ethnography) is an

anthropological and design research

consultancy. We do field research,

design development, and training

around the world. Our team members in

the USA, China, India, Latin America,

and Europe include anthropologists,

sociologists, industrial designers, and

ethnographic filmmakers. Our goal is to

help enterprises make better products

and services.

Good ethnography helps you smell

the culture and really understand it.

– Jo Yung
PacEth Director of Asia Operations
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Often based on participation,

ethnography begins with an

exploratory question, like “What’s

going on?” It aims to discover both

what people say, and what people do.

By adding design to the mix, it

includes what people dream and

desire. By incorporating co-creation

and collaboration with our clients, we

go beyond what customers expect

and help take innovation far beyond

the everyday.

Sampling contexts and people

allows us to see product meanings

in action.

– Ken C. Erickson
PacEth CEO

Ethnography and design research are a bit different.
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We use theoretical sampling and make recruiting part of the research process.

We do our interviews in natural settings: at home, at work, in the car, at lunch.

We are specialized in video ethnography for analysis and to present our results.

We work with clients in co-creation sessions for design development, ideation,

and prototyping.

We employ

multiple methods

for design and

research:

Context observation

Video ethnography

In-context interview

Co-creation

Ideation workshop

Prototyping
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In 1999, while a research

associate professor at

the University of

Missouri, Kansas City,

Ken Erickson created the

Center for Ethnographic

Research. Clients

included Motorola,

Hallmark Cards, and

Epson America.

In 2001, Erickson and two

colleagues from UMKC

created Ethnographic

Research Group; based in

Kansas City. We worked

with Motorola, Tropicana

Beverages, Sprint-PCS,

Hills Science Diet,

Pfizer/Warner-Lambert

Consumer Health, and

others. Erickson began

extending his work to China.

The aim of Pacific Ethnography,

incorporated in 2004, was to build a

capacity for anthropological and design

research for the Pacific Rim. Based in

Los Angeles, we provide design research

and ethnographic market research in

many places in the world. Some of our

clients are:

• The Boeing Company

• Checkers/Rally's

• Dell Inc.

• Epson America Inc.

• Seiko Epson Corporation

• General Motors

• Ghost Inc.

• Hanesbrands Inc.

• Herbst LaZar Bell Inc.

• Microsoft

• Omnicom/In:Site

• Wendy's International

Ethnographic Research,

Kansas City, MO

Center for Ethnographic Research,

University of Missouri, Kansas City, MO

Pacific Ethnography

Los Angeles, CA

1999

2001

2004
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We do field research, design development, and

training around the world. Our team members in

the USA, China, India, Latin America, and

Europe include anthropologists, sociologists,

industrial designers, and ethnographic

filmmakers. We can deliver complex international

research and design projects wherever they are

needed, in-country and in-language.

We most often work in these verticals:

Transportation

Food and restaurant

Consumer electronics

Consumer health

Retail

We have worked around the world, at the base and the top of the pyramid.
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! The Boeing Company

• Conducted in the US, China, India and Chile: Air travel

with disabilities, aging and socio-cultural differences

! General Motors

• How the youth in Southern California personalize cars

• Workshop and field observation in Shanghai and

Beijing: What is luxury shopping and how do Chinese

shop for luxury cars?

Select Work in Transportation
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Select Work in Food, Beverage and Restaurant

! Tropicana Beverages

• Packaging and marketing issues, mom

& pop grocery and Sam's Club

! Wendy's International

• Drive-through dynamics, franchise

innovation, customer communication

• How Americans eat: Strategic video

ethnography on food choices and brands

• Guest experience and facility research

! Café Express

• Fast-casual problem and opportunity

identification

! Checkers/Rally’s

• Understanding guests, guest

interactions, cleanliness, and strategies
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Select Work in Consumer Electronics and Information Technology

! A global semiconductor manufacturer

• Rural China and information technology

• The use of electronics and
telecommunication among immigrant
workers in large Chinese cities

• Game design parameters and in-context
research support

• Entertainment for mobile device, in-context
research support and design parameters

! Dell

• Laptop use and design for the youth

• Laptop use itinerary for SME’s

! G.HO.ST

• Software platform design development and
specifications in China

! Microsoft

• Rural Indian IT opportunities

! Best Buy

• Needs of Hispanic shoppers and electronic
products use in the US
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Select Work in Consumer Health and Beauty

! Pfizer/Warner Lambert

• Global (five country) study of oral care practice: For design of new
products and global marketing platforms

! A major global beauty product manufacturer

• How Chinese, Indian and Brazilian low and middle-income young men
and women store and use hair and beauty products at home, in the salon

! Herbst LaZar Bell Inc.

• Cultural practices of young women and their families regarding young
women's acne care products

! Global study of women's economic power

• Cultural practices and purchasing of women in 12 countries, including the
meaning(s) of beauty and fashion, family health (including a PKU family)
identity, and household organization
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! Best Buy

• How Hispanic families in the US shop for electronics, in-store and in-home contexts

! Hanesbrands Inc.

• Exploration of big box retail scenes and clothes shopping, in-store and in-home contexts

! Hallmark Cards

• In-store and in-home research on family celebrations; various projects in several product categories

• Retail store design

! Global study of women's economic power, Herbst LaZar Bell Inc., General Motors, Tropicana
Beverages, Wendy’s International

• Previously mentioned projects involving retail, store design, purchasing power, decision making,
shopping behaviors, and retail flow analysis in various cultures and contexts

Select Work in Retail
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! New Economics for Women (Los Angeles)

• Technical assistance and training to form an ethnographic process and project descriptions for a

program designed to help lower-income new immigrant women and their families in Los Angeles

! Disabilities and accessibility

• Our research for Boeing tapped cultural aspects of disabilities and aging related to travel in the US,

Chile, India, and China. Our ongoing work on universal design has been published and presented

in national and international fora.

! Wastewater policy planning

• With TreePeople, a Los Angeles environmental group, we collaborated on two major submissions

to the City of Los Angeles. While these were not funded, the teamwork resulted in highly-rated

submissions and new channels of communication among city water and wastewater stakeholders,

including Baykeeper, TreePeople, and the Municipal Water District.

! With an active involvement in academia and public policies, Ken Erickson and staff members have

worked and contributed in various areas such as public housing policy research (Hong Kong),
gerontology, LGBT issues and AIDS research (Los Angeles), bilingual education and
nationality/race/language equality programs, community strategic planning, refugees.

Select Work in Public Policy
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Ken Erickson
Chief Executive Officer

Ph.D. Anthropology

University of Kansas.

Certificate of Public Broadcasting

Management, The Wharton

School, University of Pennsylvania

PacEth staff speak fluent Spanish, English, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Vietnamese. Associates and

strategic partners add German, French, Norwegian, Finnish, and Portuguese to the mix.

Here is our core team:

Jo Yung
Director of Asia Operations

M.A. Anthropology

Chinese University of Hong Kong

Hai Nguyen
Director of Design Development

M.F.A. Design Development

The Ohio State University

Monica Bursztyn
Business Developer/Design Researcher

A.A. Fashion Merchandising

International University of Art and Design

Ramanathan Haridoss
India Operations Coordinator

M.Phil. Future Studies

Sean Hamilton
Operations Manager, Controller

B.S. Biology

University of California, Irvine

USA Asia

South America
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